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Abstract

(3 months to several
A suite of compounds with a wide range of photochemical lifetimes

decades) was measured in the tropical and mid-latitude upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
during the Stratospheric Tracers of Atmospheric Transport (STRAT) experiment 1995,
(fall
winter, summer and fall1996) and the third Photochemistry of Ozone
Loss in the Arctic Region
1997. These species include various
in Summer (POLARIS) deployment in late summer

chlorofluorocarbons, hydrocarbons, halocarbons, and halons measured in whole air samples, and
CO measured in situ by tunable diode laser spectroscopy. Mixing ratio profiles of long-lived
species in the tropical lower stratosphere are examined using a one-dimensional photochemical
model that includes entrainment from the extra-tropical stratosphere and
is constrained by
measured concentrations ofOH. Profiles of tracers found using the1-D model agree well with all
the observed tropical profiles for an entrainment time scale 8.5;:
of months, independent of
is used to
altitude between potential temperatures 370
of and 500 K. The tropical profile of CO
show that the annually averaged ascent rate profile, based on a set of radiative heating
calculations, is accurate toGO%,a smaller uncertainty than found by considering the
uncertainties in the radiative model and
its inputs. Tropical profiles of CO and ethane reveal that
the concentration ofC1 is higher than expected based on photochemical model simulations using
standard gas phase kinetics and established relationships between total inorganic chlorine and
CFC- 1 1. Our observations suggest that short-lived organic chlorinated compounds and HCl
carried across the tropical tropopause may provide an important source of inorganic chlorine to
the tropical lower stratosphere that has been largely unappreciated in previous model studies.
The entrainment time scale found in
our study is considerably less than the value found by a
similar study that focusedon observations obtained in the lower stratosphere during
1994. Several
possible explanations for this difference are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Dynamical processes in the tropical lowerstratosphere can have an important impact on

heating
the physical and chemical processes that, for example, influence radiative forcing,
budgets, and ozone photochemistry (see
Holton et al., [19951 andreferences therein). Tracer
observations obtained in the tropical stratosphere suggest a strong degree of isolation of the
region of large scale tropical ascent (roughly within
15’ of the equator) from the mid-latitude
stratosphere [e.g.,Boering et al., 1994; Boering et al., 1996; Mote et al., 1996; Murphy et al.,
1993; Randel et al., 1993; Trepte and Hitchman, 1992; Wofsy et al., 19941. To address these
observations, Plumb [19961 developed the “tropical pipe” model of stratospheric circulation that
has it
essentially isolates air in the tropical upwelling region from air at mid-latitudes. However,
been shown that a limited amount of irreversible mixing must occur between mid-latitude- and
tropical air in the lower stratosphere to accurately describe the tracer observations obtained in the
tropics [e.g.,Avallone and Prather, 1996; Hall and Waugh, 1997; Herman et al., 1998a;
Minschwaner et al., 1996; Mote et al., 1998; Schoeberl et al., 1997; Volk et al., 19961. Because
this mixing process plays an important role for the redistribution of pollutants released at mid

a proposed fleetof supersonic aircraft
latitudes to higher altitudes,
in particular with respect to
[Stolarski, 19951, emphasis has been placed recently quantifying
on
the characteristic
“entrainment time scale” for irreversible mixing of mid-latitude stratospheric air into the tropical
stratosphere. Previous studies have suggested that
entrainment is fastest below 20km [e.g.,
Herman et al., 1998a; Minschwaner et al., 1996; Mote et al., 1998; Schoeberl et al., 19971, but
this conclusion has been limited by large uncertainties related to the calculated ascent rate in the
tropics as wellas the use of tracers with photochemical lifetimes sufficiently long that key
assumptions could not be tested. This study uses a unique set of tracer observations obtained
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Fahey et al.,
during the STRAT and POLARIS missions on board the NASA ER-2 aircraft [see
this issue] by the Whole Air Sampler (WAS) and the Aircraft Laser Infrared Absorption

a range of local photochemical
Spectrometer (ALIAS). The suite of tracers analyzed here covers
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lifetimes between 3 months and several hundred years.
We use a 1-D photochemical transport model to simulate the altitude profiles of the
volume mixing ratios (referred to
as “vmr profile” below) of tracers observed at altitudes between
16 and 20.5km in the tropics [Herman etal., 1998al. Since the abundancesof many of the
species are strongly influenced
by various chemical loss processes, the photochemistry applied in
the model needs tobe realistic. We use botha photochemical steady-state model of the lower

ER-2 to estimate
stratosphere andin situ observations of radicals made on board the
photochemical removal rates. The measurements of vmr
the profiles ofthe short-lived species are
(in particular the chlorine radical chemistry) used in
used to optimize the radical concentrations

the model as wellas to constrain the ascent rate profile used in the model.vmr
Theprofiles of the
long- and medium- lived species are then used together with the optimized ascent rate and
our results to
chemistry to constrain the average entrainment time scale. Finally, we compare

earlier studies and discuss possible implications.

2. Experimental

Whole air sampler (WAS). The main componentof WAS is a set of 29 to 49 specially
treated stainless steel canisters that are filled with ambient air to a pressure 3000
of about
hPa in
[Heidt et al., 19891. The filling time varies with
flight by means of an all-metal bellows pump
flight altitude between less than
10 sec in the upper troposphere to about 200 sec at 21
km.
During three of the tropical flights
we programmed the WASto acquire samples with the highest
possible frequency to achieve good altitude coverage, i.e. about 20-25 samples per dive. The
canisters are transported back to NCAR and analyzed in the laboratory. About
50 different
species including CFC,HCFC and HFC, halons, other halogenated compounds and alkyl nitrates

-

are quantified by gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS,HP 5890/5971), operated in
single-ion-mode. The mixing ratiosof methane (CH,) and light hydrocarbons (C, to C,) are
measured using gas chromatography - flame ionization detection (GC-FID,HP 5890). The limit
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of detection (LOD) for the non-methane hydrocarbons
is about 2 parts per trillion by volume
(pptv) and the precision of the measurement is better than
2% or 2 pptv. In the case of the GC-MS
of different specific responses and
instrument, LODs for the different species vary because
background noise for the quantitation ions used, but are generally better than 0.1 pptv. The
measurement accuracy also varies because of different individual relative responses, but an
overall estimate of better
than 5% or the LOD (whicheveris larger) can be made. More details
about our analytical procedures, canister preparation, etc. can be found[Daniel
in
etal., 1996;
Flock et al., 1998; Schuufler et al., 1998al. We note that, specifically for the short-lived species,
the accuracyof our measurements can be limited by variable background concentrations of these
substances in the canisters (caused by outgassing of the sampling lines, the manifold system, or
We will discuss these
the canister walls) rather than
by the LOD of the analyhcal instrument.
background issues and their effect on the model analyses later in the manuscript.’
AircrafC Laser Inj-ared Absorption Spectrometer (ALUS): ALIAS is a high-resolution,

(TDLs) to simultaneously
mid-infrared absorption spectrometer using four tunable diode lasers
N20,CH4, and HCl. Ambient air
is drawn into a Herriott cell
measure the concentration of CO,
with a light pathof 80 m and a flush time of less than two seconds. The system has been
described in detail in May and Webster [19931 and Webster et al. [1994]. For CO, the instrument
precision (*1 standard deviation) is rt0.7 parts per billion by volume (ppbv) for
a 3-second
average value. The estimated instrument accuracy(*I standard deviation) is +5% relative to the
calibration standards supplied by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA)
Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory (CMDL).
Harvard HO, instrument:The concentration of the hydroxyl radical
(OH) is a critical
parameter for our model calculations.In situ measurements of OH andHOz were made on board
the ER-2 by the HarvardHO, instrument. The instrumentis based on W laser-induced
of the OH
fluorescence and is described by Wennberg etal. [1994al. The accuracy and precision
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measurement are stated to be *25% and
f O . 10 pptv, respectively. The measured
OH
concentration is a strong fbnction of solar zenith angle [e.g.,
Salawitch et al., 1994; Wennberg et
[Herman et
al., 1994b], butis relatively independent of altitude in the tropical lower stratosphere
al., 1998bl. Herman et al. used a quadratic fit of the observed
OH concentration as a function of
solar zenith angle to obtain an annual, 24-hour mean
OH concentration of 8+3x105 cm-3 for the

this
tropical lower stratosphere. All subsequent chemical calculations are performed using
concentration.
Meteorological parameters ("$:

Temperature and pressure were obtained from
in situ

measurements made by the ER-2 Meteorological Measurement System
(MMS), which is
described in detail by
Scott et al., [19901.
Flights: Data were analyzed for six equatorial survey flights of the ER-2, going south
from Barbers Point Naval Air Station, Oahu (21°N,
158OW) to about 3"slatitude along(k5O) the
160"W meridian. Measurements of the NOdO, ratio[Murphy etal., 19931 confirm that tropical
air was sampled during periods
of each of these flights (see below). Five of these flights were
performed during the STRAT program on
5 Nov. 1995 (referred to as 95 1 105) and on 13 Feb., 1
Aug., 8 Aug., and 11 Dec. 1996(960213,960801,960808,96121 1, respectively). One flight was
performed during POLARIS on 23 Sept. 1997 (970923). All instruments reported data for each
flight except that the
WAS did not fly on 95 1 105. Tracer concentration profiles at mid-latitudes
were obtained from stair-step flights and ascentddescents of the ER-2ofout
NASA Ames
Research Center (37.4"N, 122.0"W) made during numerous STRAT and POLARIS flights from
all seven deployments of the ER-2 between Nov. 1995 and Sept. 1997. In addition, we used

.
results from canister analyses of samples collected by the WAS in the upper troposphere during
the PEM-Tropics mission[Atlas et al., 1998; Hoell, 1998; SchaufJler et al., 1998bl on board the
NASA DC-8 and P3B aircraft in late summer 1996 to infer the interhemispheric gradients of the
tracers mixing ratios (see below).

I

-
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3. Model

Approach. We simulate vertical profiles of measured tracers in the tropical lower
stratosphere using a one-dimensional model that includes vertical advection, horizontal
entrainment of extra-tropical air, and full photochemistry for each species. The model assumes
that the tropical mixing ratiox of each traceris controlled by local photochemical production and
loss as well as by mixing with air parcels entrained from the extra-tropics. This approach
is
similar to that made
by Volk et ul. [19961. The mixing ratiox of a species with a local Iifetime to
photochemical loss z&n, and a production termP is described by:

where 0 is the potential temperature,Q is the tropical net diabatic heating
rate, m
L is the mixing
ratio of the species at mid latitudes (at the same 0-level
as x), z, is the mean characteristic time
for the entr9inment of extra-tropical air, and
yx is a term to account for the mean tropospheric
growth rate of the species (averaged over 1994-1997
the
time period for ourdata):

where xtmpis the mean tropospheric mixing ratio. We assume that mixing occurs only along
isentropic surfaces, that the tropical air sampled
is representative of the large-scale ascent region
(i.e., horizontal homogeneityin the tropics for the time of the observation) and that the extratropical air is described by an average altitude profile for each species (based
on observations)
which are representative of mid-latitudes and unaffected by the mixing process. Equation
(1) is
solved for~ ( 6to
) calculate profiles of the tropical mixing of
ratio
each species for various
assumptions regarding re, %en,, Q, P (considered only forCO), and x

~ The
~

entrainment
.
time

in the tropics for
scale, z,, is determined based on the similarity of modeled and measured profiles
the suite of tracers.We show in the discussion section that uncertainties in the mid-latitude tracer
profiles, uL,

have the largest effect of any input model parameter
on the derived value ofze
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Unlike the approach ofVolk et al. [19961, we use our modelto simulate the observed
vmr
.

profiles rather than using tracer-tracer correlations to infer z,. Our approach does not eliminate
the need to use calculated mean heating rates to estimate
z,, but does provide the opportunity to
establish whether a unique set of ascent rates, entrainment time scales and chemical conditions

vmr profiles of a large number of tracers. The unique
can be found that fit all the observed
contribution of this paper is the use of short-lived species CO, ethaneC2C14
and toconstrain
ascent rates andC1 concentrations, which improves the accuracy of the entrainment time scales
estimated from the observed distributions of the long-lived species.
Photochemical steady-state model. The photochemical loss terms required for equation
(1) involving photolysis and reactions with O'D
or C1 were generated using the photochemical
steady state(PSS) model described bySalawitch et al. [19941. All reaction rates and photolysis
DeMore et al. [19971, unless noted otherwise. Photolysis rates
cross sections necessary are from
and quantum yields for CH,Cl, CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-113, CFC-114, H-1211, H-2402,
C2C14
and CH3Br are obtained from a recent reviewRoeth
by et al. [19981. A recently measured rate
coefficient for the reaction of tetrachloroethene
(C2C14) with OH[R. Talukdar,private
communication, 19981 is used.
Twenty-four hour mean photolysis rates for the measured tracers are generated from
actinic flux calculations at each potential temperature level of the 1-D model (see below) and for
variations in solar zenith angle corresponding to 15 minute increments throughout the day (e.g.,
97 PSS model time intervals per day). The
PSS model is constrained by the mean tropical profiles
of O3and temperature obtainedby the ER-2 andOMS balloon platforms [Herman et al., 1998al
between 0 and 30 lan and by a climatology based on satellite observations
[Minschwaner et al.,
1993; Salawitch et al., 19941 for altitudes between 30 and80 km. The total column abundance of
O3 corresponding to model profiles ofO3 derived in this manner for specific times and locations

O3measurements obtainedby
of tropical flights of theOMS package typically agrees with total
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the TOMS satellite to within5 DU. Model input profiles of CH4,
H20, CO, ethane,NO,, total
inorganic chlorine(Cl,) and aerosol surface area (necessary to calculate concentrations
of OH, the
atomic chlorine (Cl) mixing ratio, and
O'D) are derived from ER-2 observations in the tropics.
The 24-hour mean concentration OH
of based onin situ observations is used in the 1-D
model described below due to discrepancies between theory and observation of OH that are not
completely resolved. The calculated
OH tends to agree with observation to better than 15% near

OH is less than measuredOH, by as muchas a
20 km, with greater discrepancy (the modeled
factor of two) at lower altitudes.This discrepancy is consistent with the tendency of the model,
using measuredNO,, to underestimate observedNO (see Ostermun et ul. [19981 and Guo et ul.

[19981 for a discussion of a possible resolution to the discrepancy for stratospheric
NONO,).
Constraining the model using measured
NO improves the agreement with measured OH
in the
tropical lower stratosphere, but this calculation still tends to underestimate measbred OH,
particularly in the lowermost stratosphere.This discrepancy may indicatethe influence of
hydrogen radical precursors such
as acetone or peroxides[Jeugle et ul., 1997; Singh et ul., 1995;
Wennberg et ul., 19981 that are unaccounted for in the model, owing to a lack of a measurement

of this species in the tropical lower stratosphere. The observed concentration
OH in
of the tropics
during the ER-2 flights described above exhibits a marked variation with solar zenith angle, but
little dependence on altitude[Herman et ul., 1998bl. Consequently, for the 1-D model
calculations described below, we use a value for the 24-hour mean concentration
OH offor
8*3x 10' ~ r n -independent
~,
of altitude, that was derivedHerman
by
etul. [1998bl.

Carbon monoxide (CO)is the only tracer under consideration for which photochemical
production is important. Production of CO fiom reactions of CH4 with OH, O'D,
C1 isand
calculated using measured profiles of CH4, 24-hour mean concentration profiles of O'D
C1 and
resulting fiom full diurnal PSS simulations at each potential temperature level, and the empirical
24-hour mean concentrationof OH described above. Production of CO tends to be dominated by

K, with the reaction of CH4 with
C1 becoming
reaction of CH4 with OH below about 480
,
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important above this0 level.
The mixing ratio profile of
C1, is an important and somewhat uncertain model input
parameter. Reaction withC1 is an important loss process for a number of molecules considered
here (see Tablel), and the calculated concentration ofC1 is to first order linearly dependent on
Cl,. Typically, vmr profiles for C1, used in photochemical models are generated from empirical
relations between tropical measurements of the total chlorine content of the organic source
molecules (CC1,) and a tracer such as CFC1 1, combined with the mean tropical
vmr profile for
CFC- 1 1. As will be discussed below,C1, estimated in this manner for the tropical lower
stratosphere is particularly uncertain due to the possible contribution of inorganic chlorine from
the decomposition (in both the troposphere and stratosphere) of very short-lived organic
compounds that are not typically considered in the definition
CCl,.
of Various assumptions

vmr profile of C1, are considered,as described below.
regarding model constraints for the
We note that in situ observations of C10 obtained in the tropics for potential temperatures
C1. The measuredvmr of C10 was
below 460 K on 970923 provide little constraint on calculated
below 15 pptv (nearthe detection limit) and displayed considerable scatter, with numerous

[R Stimpye et al., private
individual 30 sec average determinations lying below zero
communication, 19981. The large uncertainty in measured C10 cannot be used to rule outofany
the variousC1 profiles considered below. Finally, thein situ C10 instrument was not flown
on any
of the tropicalER-2 flights during theSTRAT campaign. The observations ofHC1, which provide
a strong test of the model representation of inorganic chlorine partitioning C1,
when
is known
accurately (e.g., at higher altitudes[Sen etal., 1998]), are used here to better constrain our
knowledge of Cl,. This seems appropriate sinceHCl

= C1, for the conditions(e.g., temperature,

humidity, and aerosol surface area) of the tropical lower stratosphere using rates for
DeMore et al. [19971.
heterogeneous reactions involving HCl given by
Table 1 lists for each compound the main loss process and the local photochemical
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lifetime at different potential temperature levels. These values were obtained from an "annual"
average of PSS model runs for solar conditions appropriate for equinox and the two solstices,
keeping O3and tracer profiles fixed at their mean tropical values. The interhemispheric gradients
and boundary conditions required for the 1-D model simulations (see below) are also given in
Table 1.
One-dimensional model. As noted above, we simulate the vertical profiles of gases
in the
tropical lower stratosphere with a 1 -D photochemical model described by equation (1). The
i n h e d radiative transfer thatis massdiabatic heatingrate Q is calculated using a model of
balanced (e.g., constrained byzero net mass flux through a global pressure surface
[Rosenlof,
19951). The O3vmr profiles used in the radiative transfer model are inferred UARS
from satellite
rates,
is averaged over
observations. To obtain a representative profile of mean tropical heating Q
deep tropical latitudes (9.5"s to
9.5"N), all longitudes, and both phases of the quasi-biennial
oscillation (QBO) during the time of the ER-2 flights (July 1995 through June 1997). The 1-D
model has fourteen discrete levels equally spaced in log(pressure). The boundary condition for

0 = 370 K, is
the mixing ratio of each species at the mean isentrope of the tropical tropopause,
derived from the tropical ER-2 flights. Equation (1)
is numerically solved forx(0) with
Mathematicam(Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL), which uses cubic splines to interpolate
between levels. The value of
T, is varied (see below) and agreement with the measured tracer
profiles is tested.
vmr profiles of a suite of twelve short- and long-lived
We have simulated the observed
tracers: CO, ethane,C2C14,CH3Br, the halons H-1211 and H-2402,
CH3C1, CFC-11, CFC-12,
CFC-113, CFC-114, and CH4. The tropical data were selected using the
NO, /Os ratio gradient .
measured on the ER-2[Fuhey etal., 1985; Profltt and McLuughlin, 19831, which is strongly
negative towards the tropics and therefore can be used to identify tropical
air
[Murphy
etul.,
19931. Typically, this resulted in the selection of data equatorward of 10"6"N.
to The average
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extra-tropical mixing ratio profile for each species was synthesized
in two steps. First, data taken
by WAS and ALIAS between 30 and55'N during STRAT and POLARIS were averaged into
mean vmr profiles. We assumed that below the 420K potential temperature surface, extratropical stratospheric profilesin each hemisphere are influenced by mixing with the upper
troposphere. Above 420 K, the upper troposphere should have negligible influence on the
Holton et al., 19951). Hence, weassume that the
composition of stratospheric air parcels [e.g.,
annual mean tracer distribution above 420
K is identical for both hemispheres. This assumption is
supported by satellite and aircraft observations of, for example,
N20and C& [Michelsen et al.,
1998; Randel et al., 1993; Randel et al., 1998; Tuck et al.,1997al. Extra-tropical stratospheric
profiles below 420K were obtained by scaling the mean profiles measured in the northern
hemisphere by half of the observed interhemispheric gradient of the mixing
ratio of each species.
data taken by the DC-8WAS
The interhemispheric gradients (see table 1) were calculated from

system [e.g., Blake et al., 1996al during the PEM-Tropics mission in early fall 1996
[Hoe11et al.,
19981. Only upper tropospheric measurements(i.e. from flight altitudes above km)
9 between
30"N and 55"N and between30"s and 55"swere used. Thevmr profiles derived in this manner
were used to represent in the model the average composition of mid-latitude air mixed into the
tropics. The profiles are also plotted in Figure 4 for comparison with the tropical data.
Boundary conditions for the model were established using data obtained fiom the ER-2

km altitude by the DC-8 during PEM-Tropics at altitudes
during the tropical dives below 17.5
above 10 km within 5" of the equator. Tracer concentrations at the tropical tropopause were
estimated from these observations (see table 1) and used to initialize the model at8 =
the370 K

.

level.
The 1-D model neglects vertical diffusion.
Mote et al. [19981 andHall and Waugh [19971
have shown that vertical diffusion has a small effect on the abundance of tropical tracers
compared to the effect of vertical advection. Photochemical production and loss rates were
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computed for each species and potential temperature level using 24 hour average photolysis rates
and concentrationsof O'D resulting from a full diurnal run of the PSS model. Finally, the growth
rate term in equation (l), yx, was calculated from global mean tropospheric trends during the
period 1994 to 1997[Dlugokencky etal., 1997; Frazer et al., 1998; Montzka et al., 1996;
Travnicek et al., 1998; S. Montzka, private communication] (see table 1). The growth rate was
assumed to be negligible for CFC-114, CH3Cl, CH3Br, CO, ethane, and C2Cl4.

4. Results

In the following discussion different transport processes and the chemical schemes
applied in the model are examined.
We note that all modelruns shown in figures 2 , 3 and 4 were
performed using the optimizedset of parameters, except for the parameter that was varied, to
demonstrate its influence on the model results. The process of finding the correct
set of
parameters involved many iterationsas well as extensive testing of different possible
combinations of chemistry and transport that are not described for the purpose of clarity.

of the ascent
However, the reader should bear in mind that we are using an independent estimate
vmr profiles), and
rate based on radiative heating calculations (tested by comparison with tracer
that the range of calculated concentrations C1
of is narrowed considerably by thein situ
measurements of the short-lived tracers. The discussion below will demonstrate that the observed

vmr profiles of individual tracers and the correlation of CO
vs. ethane doin fact provide a strong
on the mean chlorine atom
constraint on the mean ascent rate in the tropical upwelling region and
concentration in the lower tropical stratosphere.
Short-lived species and chlorinechemistry. If T&em is small enough that the chemical loss
term in equation (1) dominates the quasi-horizontal mixing term, the altitude profile
of a traceris
primarily sensitive to chemistry and nearly independent of the mixing (re)
timeas well as the
assumed vmr profile at mid-latitudes( x ~ ~The
) . simulation of measured tropicalvmr profiles of
CO, ethane and C2CI4, tracers with very short lower stratospheric lifetimes
on the order of a few
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months, are discussed below and usedto optimize constraints forC1, applied to the model.
The chlorine atom concentration
is a critical parameter for the chemistry of the lower
tropical stratosphere. It must
be realistic to calculate accurate chemical loss rates.is calculated
It
PSS model using total inorganic chlorine
(CI,) as a direct input
in the standard version of the

parameter, utilizing an empirical relationship between CFC- 1 1C1,
and
based on ACATS
measurements of the major organic source molecules
(CC1,) [Elkins et al., 19961. Total inorganic
chlorine is calculated from ACATS CCl, using observed SF6 concentrations to estimate the age of
the sampled air mass in order to account for the slight decrease of CCl, with time for the
contemporary troposphere [J EZkins, private communication].
The model probably tends to underestimate the actual
C1 concentration in the lower
tropical stratospherewhen the ACATS relation for
C1, is used. This C1, relation does not account
for several short-lived organic chlorine-containing species that are not measured’by ACATS, e.g.
This potential influence of shortmethylene chloride, chloroform and the bromochlorocarbons.
lived source gases on lower stratospheric halogen chemistry
has been suggested in the literature

[KOet al. , 1997; Schaufleret al., 1998b; Solomon et al., 19941. Many ofthese short-lived
chlorinated species are measured by WAS and can account for more than 100 pptv of organic

Also, several of the HCFC molecules with rapidly
chlorine ln the tropical upper troposphere.
rising tropospheric concentrations are not included in the ACATS relationship. Furthermore,
there are large uncertainties in the concentration HC1
of in the lowermost tropical stratosphere.
Calculated mixing ratiosof HCl at the tropical tropopause are5 pptv or less. In contrast, during
the POLARIS flight on 970923, the ALIAS data at the tropical tropopause
is close to theLOD,
but allows to estimate an upper limit for HC1
the mixing ratio of200 pptv.
To investigate the model sensitivity to assumptions regarding Cl,, we produced an
alternative relation forC1, using total organic chlorine (CCl,)as measured by WAS. We
CC1, at each
calculated the mixing ratiosof C1, based on the average reduction of the WAS
potential temperature level compared to the average
CCl, at the tropical tropopause.A correction
,
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for the overall trend of the tropospheric total chlorine burden was not made for this calculation,
but this is unimportant since the age of air in the lower tropical stratosphere is only on the order
is
of one year [e.g.,Boering et al., 19961. Since the total chlorine burden of the troposphere
decreasing with time, not including
a correction will give a conservative estimate with regard to
Cl,. The boundary condition forC1, at the tropical tropopause was set 200
to pptv, based on the
upper limit forHC1 observed by ALIAS. This estimate forC1, is based on measurements entirely
and does not rely on any assumptions regarding unmeasured species.
Figure 1 shows the chlorine atom concentration versus potential temperature calculated
by the PSS model using both the ACATS and WAS/ALIAS assumptions for Cl,.
Also shown is
the optimized chlorine concentration profile that provides best agreement with the measured
mixing ratio profiles of ethane and CO (see below). We also show a “high Cl” profile in1, figure
which was derived by multiplying the
PSS model profile based on WAS/ALIAS’Cl, by a factor
of four. This high C1 profile is used belowto investigate the sensitivity of calculated profiles of
CO, ethane, and C2CL
to assumptions regarding atomicC1. The multiplicative factor of four used
for this profile was arrived at based on considering the uncertainties
Cl,,inuncertainties inthe
rate coefficients that describe the
CVClO ratio and the reaction of
OH + HCl near 200 K, as well
of in the
as the tendency of thePSS model to underestimate the observed concentration OH

in the PSS model for a
lowermost tropical stratosphere by nearly a factor of three (i.e., allowing
“missing” source ofHO, strong enough to match measuredOH will lead to a significant rise in
OH + HCl reaction). This multiplicative factor
is
calculated C1 due to the influence of the

unlikely to be realistic for the higher altitudes (e.g.,
8 > 460K) because theory and observation of

OH are in much better agreement and the fractional uncertainty
in C1, is much smaller. The large
differences in the three model profiles for
C1 illustrated in figure 1 demonstrate that our ability to

PSS model is rather limited for the
constrain the concentration of atomic chlorine using the
tropical lowermost stratosphere.
We therefore derived an optimizedC1 concentration profile by running our1-D model to
,
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match the observed altitude profiles of the short-lived tracers. Ethane and CzC14 are particularly
sensitive to the concentration
of C1 in the lower stratosphere (their reaction rates with
C1 are
several hundred times faster than the rates for reaction withOH). Below 480K, CO is relatively
insensitive toC1, but production of CO from CH4
+ C1 becomes importantat higher altitudes.
Because the input concentration of OH was constrained by the measurements,
OH was not varied
to optimize theC1 concentration. Varying OH within the estimated measurement uncertaintyhas
little effecton the optimized concentration ofC1. We also did not vary the O'D profile predicted
the chemical loss rates
of the species we
by the model. The impact of uncertainties inonO'D
analyze hereis relatively small for the lower stratosphere, because the reaction withis O'D
not
the major loss process for any of the species analyzed (see table 1). The photolysis rates
calculated by thePSS model were also adapted into the 1-D model unchanged.
The optimized concentration forC1 lies within the range of the
PSS model calculations,
given the uncertainties in model input parameters described above. itWhile
may be tempting to
WAS/ALIAS constraint forC1, and
attribute the difference between the
C1 profile found using the
the optimizedC1 profile to the influence of heterogeneous processes not represented PSS
in the
model, we note thatthe calculated profile forNO agrees with observation to better than 20%

NO of
between 380 and 420K for the tropical flight of 970923. The tropical observations
obtained duringSTRAT and POLARIS suggest the heterogeneous sink NO,
of is treated in a
reasonable fashion by the
PSS model, although this conclusion is complicated by the inability of
the model to properly simulate observed concentrations OH
of [Herman et al., 1998bl. The large
uncertainties in the rate coefficient for gas phase processes such
as OH + HCl (e.g., Figure 2of
[Michelsen et al., 1996]), C10+ 0, and C1+ O3 for temperatures near 200Kas well the
is necessary
uncertainty in the model profile for
C1, make it unclear whether "missing chemistry''
to explain the optimized profile for
C1 derived from the tracer observations.
Figures 2a to 2c show the measured mixing ratios of CO,
C2C14and ethane versus
potential temperature, and figure 2d shows a correlation plot of the measured mixing ratios of
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ethane versus CO. Also shown are
I-D model simulations using three profilesof 24 hour mean
chlorine atom concentrations: 1) the PSS model C1 profile using the “standard” WAS/ALIASC1,
constraint, 2) the optimized C1 profile and 3) the upper limit C1 profile (figure 1). An entrainment
time of 8.5 months was used in all cases (the entrainment time does not have a significant
influence on the predicted altitude profilesof these species).It can be seen in figure 2a that the
upper-limit chlorine profileis unreasonable since it significantly increases the steady-state
CO
mixing ratio above 460K, owing to increased production &om the reaction
of chlorine atoms

440K, the chlorine atom concentration does not
with CH.,. At potential temperature levels below
significantly changethe predicted CO mixing ratio, but
has a strong influence onthe predicted
profiles of ethane and
C2Cl4, as demonstrated in figures 2b and 2c. Although the optimized
C1

vmr of CO and ethane around440 K, it fits the
profile somewhat underestimates the observed
observed CO to ethane ratio very well, as shown in figure 2d. During the 960801’ flight we
encountered unusually “photochemically young” air masses at 440
the K level that were not
representative of the region sampled, which can also be seen in several other tracer profiles (see
CZCl4 altitude profile, given
figures 3 and 4). The optimized chlorine profile also fits the observed
that the C2Cl4 data are quite scattered. This scatter
is probably attributable mainly to the large
interhemispheric gradient ofC2C14in the upper troposphere as well as to background levels
in
data recommended for the
some sample flasks (see below).
We note, however, that the kinetic

fit of the C2C14
reaction of C2C&with OH in DeMore et al. [19971 did not allow for a reasonable
Talukdar et al. [R Talukdar,
altitude profile. A new measurement of this rate constant made by
private communication], who report the same room temperature rate coefficient but a
significantly smaller temperature dependency for this reaction than givenDeMore
by
et al.
[19971, leads to a much faster rate coefficient under lower stratospheric conditions.
Our model

results are basedon these new laboratory data.
levels,
Both C2C14and ethane show measurable mixing ratios above the 460 and K470
respectively, even thoughthe modeled mixing ratios approach zero. Thisis likely caused by a
I
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small measurement artifact caused by outgassing of the canister walls, the inlet line and/or the
inner surfaces of the pump. These background levels vary between
0 and 20 pptv of ethane and
between 0 and 0.1 pptvC2C14,whch makes it very difficult to correct each individual canister but
may, on the average, account for the “residual” concentrations measured
at high altitudes.
Removing an average artifact of 15 pptv for ethane 0.05
and pptv forC2C14produces negative
concentrations for about30% of the samples but overall improves the modellmeasurement
comparison at the highest altitudes.

In summary, we believe that the chlorine atom concentration profile inferred from the
short-lived tracer measurements provides a better estimate of the actual concentration
C1 than
of
the calculated C1 by the PSS model owing to uncertainties inC1, and relevant kinetic processes.
Without changing any other chemical loss variables,
it provides a very good fit
to the observed
altitude profiles of different species that have very different sensitivities
to the concentration of

c1.
Ascent rates: The stated uncertainty of the ascent rates used in the 1-D model
is on the
order of rt50%, based on the inherent uncertainties of heating rate calculations
[Rosenlof, 19951.
This raises the question whether it may be possible to find a different combination of entrainment
rates and chemical conditions that would offset a change
in the model ascent rate profile and still
fit the observed tracer profiles. Figure 3a demonstrates that the observed
vmr profile of CFC-12
can be adequately simulated by using 30% reduction of the ascent rates and an entrainment time
of 13.5 months[ Volk et al., 19961 instead of our optimized entrainment time of 8.5 months (see

vmr profile can be simulated reasonably well using the
below). Similarly, the observed CFC-12
entrainment times calculated byMote et al. [1998] or Minschwuner et al. [1996], or even
allowing for unmixed ascent, provided the ascent rates are further reduced. Figure 3b
demonstrates that the observed ethane profile can only
be simulated adequately if the30% slower
ascent rates are combined with a much lower chlorine atom concentration because ethane
is
insensitive to the entrainment time. The observations of CO, however, canbeonly
simulated well
,
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using the standard ascent rate profile.CO is quite insensitive to moderate changes in chlorine
as
well as to the entrainment time but sensitive to the ascent rates (see figure 3c). This is even more
clearly demonstrated in Figure 3d, which shows the 1-D model predictions for the CO/ethane
correlation for slowed ascent with lower chlorine concentrations. Similarly, a reasonable
fit to the
COIethane correlation cannot be obtained for any combination of “fast” chemistry and
accelerated ascent rates.In summary, the ascent rates derived from the heating rate calculations
appear to be in excellent agreement with the observations of the short-lived species and can be
constrained by our 1 -D model calculations to than
better
20%.
Long-lived species. If the chemical loss term in equation
(1) is small compared to the
quasi-horizontal mixingterm, the simulated altitude profiles should be mostly sensitive to the
entrainment times and the entrained mid-latitude mixing
ratios. The relative influence of
chemistry should increase with decreasing lifetime. Figures 4a to 4i show the measured
vmr
profiles in the tropics for CH4, CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-113, CFC-114, CH3Cl, CH3Br, H-1211
e

.

and H-2402, respectively.Also plotted are the average mid-latitude profiles used as input for the
1-D model (see section 3) and results from our 1-D model simulations. Profiles were computed
using the tropical pipe model (with chemical losses only, i.e., no entrainment
ofmid-latitude air)
of 4 months, 8.5
and for five other entrainment time schemes: altitude independent averages 7efor
months, 13.5 months (as calculated byVoZk et al. [1996]) and two different altitude dependent
entrainment time profilesas calculated byMote et al. [19981 andMinschwuner etal. [19961. Both
of these studies result in comparably slow mixing over the 16 and
km20
altitude range- slightly
slower than the 13.5 month average based on the study Volk
by et ul. (see section 5 for futher
discussion of these studies compared to our result).
We note that not all model results are shown
for all species in figure 4.
The tropical pipe model has chemistry
as the soleloss term, and thus predicts very small
vertical gradients for the longest lived tracers such
as CH4, CFC-12 and CFC-114. Because the
altitude profiles of all long-lived species, as expected, exhibit vmrs
lowerin photochemically
I
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older air at mid-latitudes, stronger mixing (i.e., shorter entrainment times) into the tropical
upwelling region causes the concentrationsin the tropics to fall off more quickly with altitude.
Consequently, the different entrainment time schemes predict stronger altitude gradients as the
characteristic mixing time scale decreases.
The data clearly show that the observed concentrations are strongly overestimated when
Mote et al. and Minschwaner et al.also
unmixed ascent is assumed. The calculations based on
predict considerably smaller altitude gradients than observed.
The bestfit to all species simulatedis achieved using an altitude independent entrainment
time of 8.5 months. Simulations using a4 month entrainment time scaleare shown to
demonstrate the sensitivity of the predicted profiles to
50%
a reduction in the entrainment time
vmr profiles of all
scale. The simulation usingz, = 4 months clearly underestimates the observed
species. We would like to emphasize that the entrainment time
8.5ofmonths providesan
excellent overall fitto a set of compounds spanning a range of photochemical lifetimes
of 1.5 to
350 years at 420 K. While the simulations for various
ze of the species that become more

influenced by local chemistry (e.g. methyl bromide and the halons),
as expected, are less
separated than the simulations for the longer-lived species, 8.5
the month entrainment time still
can be identified as the best representation of the data because the altitude profiles are more
of
which has very low
pronounced and thedata exhibits less scatter (with the exception H-2402,
concentrations closeto the LOD). Our conclusions are M e r supported by excellent agreement
between model and measurements of tracers that have different chemical
loss mechanisms and
altitude dependencies of theirloss rates, e.g. CH3Cl (whose lifetime decreases by only a factor of

two between 370 and 500K) and CFC-11 (whose lifetime decreases by a factor of 15 between
370
and 500K see table 1).
It is conceivable that thereis vertical structure to the entrainment times;
e.g. faster
entrainment at lower altitudes that decreases with increasing altitude. However, the scatter
in the
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data, especially the lower altitude observations, does
not allow us to extract information
concerning the altitude dependence ofT~ from our I-D model. For example, ifwe assume an
increasing entrainment time with altitude, e.g. scale the shape of the entrainment time profile of
Mote et al.[19981 to an average of
8.5 months between 16 and20.5 km, the predicted profiles are
very similar to those shown
in figure 4 for re = 8.5 months and provide an equally good fit to the
observed tracer profiles.
Uncertainty: It is very difficult to mathematically describe an overall uncertainty
in our
model results forre.Uncertainties are introduced by variations
in the input data, error bars on the
kinetic data and empirical relationships applied
in the PSS model. Someof these input parameters
(e.g. chlorine radicals and ascent rates) can
inbe constrained by our simulations better than
turn
their “allowable” uncertaintytkom independent estimates.
The scatterin our measurementsof both tropical and mid-latitude profiles introduces
additional uncertainty into the best fit estimate. This scatter
is caused in part by limitations the
of
instrument in the case of the longest-lived species since the observed decrease of the mixing
is only on the order of
5 to 10% over the entire
ratios ofthe CFC, C& and CH3Cl mixing ratios

5 or so larger than the
altitude range. Thisis a small change, whichis only about a factor of
overall precision of the measurement. Additional scatter may be produced by weak seasonal

C&ofand CH3Cl). Another factor
variations in the tropospheric concentrations (e.g. in the case
is the areain which the flights were performed. The typical seasonal variation in the synoptic
conditions in the Pacific south of Hawaii causes a change in the source areas
whch
from
air is
brought to the region [e.g.,Hess et al., 19961. BothC& and methyl chloride have significant
biomass burning sources[Blake et al.,1996b1, methylchloride also has a marine source and CFC
are mainly emitted from urban areas. The combination of these effects can cause variations in the
boundary conditions (reflectedin the scatter at the lowest altitude level) that propagate to higher

our estimate of
altitudes in the tropics. However, these factors will only cause systematic in
errors
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re only if any of the different source regions would
be more strongly represented during certain
sampling times than others. Since the study was carried out over a time of two
almost
years and
since the photochemical ages of the air masses sampled at higher altitudes in the tropics span
another two years orso, none of these effects should cause errors that are larger than those
represented by the scatter of the observed data.
Since the most sensitive input parameter
is the mid-latitude profile,we performed
simulations for selected tracers using the upper and lower standard deviation of the mid-latitude
profiles as model input. The average results C
for ~CFC, 11, CFC- 12 and CFC- 1 13 are.O13
months forthe upper limit of the mid-latitude profiles and
5.5 months forthe lower limit. These
limits would also encompass more than 90% of the single measurements
of all tracers made
above 440 K in the tropics. We therefore report an average characteristic entrainment time scale
of 8.5;: months.
This range for the entrainment time scale also encompasses the values
re found
for using

the various (individual) assumptions regarding the concentration of atomic
C1 described above,
the *20% uncertainty for the ascent rate estimated based on the comparison of modeled and
measured CO, and thef l 5 % uncertainty in measured OH. While the uncertainties in most of the
8.5::themonth range forre,we
rate coefficients of the key loss terms are also encompassed by

DeMore et ai. [19971 uncertainties for the kinetic processes that
note that consideration of the
limit production and loss of
CO would lead to a larger range for
re.However, Herman et ai.

[1998bl suggest, basedon a detailed analysis of tropical measurements of CO, that the actual
uncertainties of the CO production and loss reactions are considerably smaller than the
uncertainties given byDeMore et ai. [19971.

5. Discussion
The sensitivity analysis described above provides reasonable evidence that the
uncertainty in the model parameters for ascent rates and the concentration
C1 yields
of
a well
*
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constrained mean entrainment time scale of8.5:; months averaged over the altitude range of 16
to 20.5 km. We have shown that the model ascent rates cannot be slowed
down or increased by
andor the entrainment
more than 20%,because attempts to offset this by changing the chemistry
time scale give model results that do not agree with at least some of the measured
vmrtracer
profiles. Similarly, a change of the entrainment time scale cannot
be offset with slowed or
accelerated chemistry without failing to simulate one or more of the observed tracer profiles,
which gives our retrieved parameters a high level of confidence.
Comparison withother studies. Our result for the average entrainment time scale of 8.5
Herman et al. [1998al used
months agrees well with r<sults from two recently published studies.
the same basic model approach
to simulate altitude profiles ofN20and (2%measured between
the surface and 32
km altitude by the ALIAS11balloon-borne instrument. They calculated a value
for z, of 6 months for altitudes below20 km, and of 16 months between 20 andkm
28 altitude.

An estimate forz, of about 5.5 to 7 monthscan be inferred fiom observations publishedin Tuck
et al. [19971 (see figure 18 in that review).
This result is not based on chemical tracer
observations, but uses a statistical analysis of 880 individual ECMWF back-trajectories to infer
the percentage of air within
10 degrees of the equator originating from mid-latitudes
as a h c t i o n
of potential temperature.
However, our result forz, is significantly different fiom the entrainment times calculated
by Volk et al. [1996], Minschwaner et al. [1996] and Mote et al. [19981. Their results, as shown in
figure 4, all lead to similar altitude profiles of the long- and medium long-lived tracers that
predict a smaller vertical gradient than the observed profiles. Whether these discrepancies can be
explained by different models, measurements or methods used to derive the entrainment times is.
discussed below.
CH4
The study byMote et al. [19981 is based on harmonic analysis of water vapor and
observations made by the HALOE instrument. The calculated entrainment time is less 5than
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months at 16km and then increases sharplyto more than 30 months at20 km altitude. However,
especially below 19 km, where our results are very well constrained by the short-lived tracers, the
HALOE data are quite uncertain and the resultsMote
of et al. [ 19981 are largely basedon
extrapolation. In the middle stratosphere where HALOE provides very accurate measurements,
Mote et al. [19981 agree well with thosecalculated byHerman et
the mixing times calculated by

al. [1998a].
Minschwaner et al. [19961 also calculated a slower entrainment time scale than found
here, increasing from to
4 about 18 months for the 16 to km
20 altitude range, respectively, based

on an analysis of balloon and aircraft
in situ measurements ofN20 [Goldan et al., 1980; Goldan
et al., 198 1;Vedder et al., 1980; Vedder et al., 19781. Minschwaner et al. also calculate
entrainment rates basedon N20 data collectedon the ER-2 during ASHOE/MAESA and SPADE

on board theUARS satellite (middle
(lower stratosphere) and fiom the CLAES instrument
(7, increasing fiom 7 to 14 months between 380470
to
stratosphere) which yields faster mixing

K, respectively). However, the Goldan-Vedder
N20data agree better with theALIAS II based
are made basedon observations of
results for the middle stratosphere. Additional estimatesz, of

N20observations and
CFC-11. The large scatter, especially in the Goldan-Vedder and CLAES
the large differences between the individual estimates z,ofbased on the various data sets, results
in an overall uncertainty of more than
50% below 500K in the entrainment time estimates by
Minschwaner et al. [1996]. The uncertainty approaches 100% at lower altitudes. Similar toMote
et al. [1998], the results ofMinschwaner et al. probably are more accurate in the middle

on extrapolation in the lower tropical stratosphere.
stratosphere and are largely based
In contrast, the studyby Volk etal. [19961 is entirely based on data obtained with the
ER-2 at altitudes between 16 and 21km. A suite of compounds with comparably long
atmospheric lifetimes is used, with H-1211 being the shortest lived species analyzed. Individual
(NO,,
entrainment times were inferred from the correlations of each tracer either with ozone
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CFC- 1 13, CFC- 12,
NzO and CH4) or NzO (H- 121 1, methyl chloroform,CC4, and CFC-1 1)

re of 13.5 months. Although the individual error
which were then averaged to give a value for
bars applied to most of the species at the lowofend
the photochemical lifetimes covered overlap
with our result, the uncertainties attributed to entrainment times inferred
fiom the longer lived
species do not. Since the photochemistry usedVolk
in et ul. is also based on the same PSS model
used here, there are only a few slight differences between the lifetimes reportedVolk
by et ul. and
our calculation (see table1) that can be explained by different growth rates prior to 1994
compared to 1996/1997 and differences in the radical field calculated byPSS
themodel.
However, thereis a significant difference between the altitude profiles that were measured at
mid-latitudes by VoIk et ul. and the mid-latitude profile measured
by us. This is demonstrated in
Figure 5, using CFC-113 as an example. To investigate this further, we simulated the
ASHOE/MAESA 1994 data that was used byVolk et ul. with our 1-D model.O& results do agree

NZO and
very well with those ofYolk et ul., producing best fit entrainment times of 17 months for
CFC-12, and 32 months for CFC-113 (see figurein4Volk et ul. [1996]).
There are several possible explanations for the apparent change
in z, between 1994 and
the time period of our study (1995 to 1997) that will be briefly discussed below.
First, the lower stratospheric dynamics during ASHOE/MAESA may have indeed been
different than duringSTRATPOLARIS.While our study covers a time period of about two
QBO,
years, and therefore averages over a complete period of
the ASHOE/MAESA was carried

out between March and November 1994
[Tuck et ul., 1997bl. This period marks the end of an
easterly phase of the
QBO, which may have had an influenceon the tracer altitude profiles owing
to increased downward transport at mid-latitudes. The mixing ratio of CH4, for example, can be
reduced between 3OoS and 45's by up to 10% between the 100 mbar and 65 mbar pressure levels
compared to the two-year average mixing ratios
[W. Rundel, private communication]. Similar
reductions in the mixing ratios of the other long lived tracers may be conceivable, potentially
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inducing a low bias to the data used Volk
by et al. compared to the long-term mean profile at midin the mid-latitude profiles
latitudes. Our data set, however, did not show significant differences
of long-lived tracers between the two
QBO phases covered.
The different tracer distributions observed 1994
in could also reflect interannual
variations in stratospheric dynamical activity independent of the
QBO. A second possible
explanation arises fiom perturbations
in heating due to enhancements in stratospheric aerosol
199 1. These perturbations
loading immediately following the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in June

had a large effect on the stratospheric circulation [e.g., Grant
et al., 1992; Kinne et al., 19921. It
W O E observations of a-15% reduction in the mixing ratio of
has recently been suggested that

upper stratosphericC& between 1991 and 1997 was due toa longer-term effect of Pinatubo
aerosols on stratospheric circulation[Nedoluhaet al., 19981. If this hypothesis is shown tobe
correct, thanit is likely that residual effectsof the Pinatubo aerosol may
be responsible for the
1994 and 1996A997
significant differences in the mid-latitude tracer profiles observed between

(e.g., figure 5).
Third, while the same latitude bands
(30-55") were used in both studies to define midlatitudes, the spatial coverages of the two study areas are very different and may also bias the
retrieved mid-latitude tracer profiles.A dominant fiactionof mid-latitude data used byVolk et al.
was taken in the southern hemisphere during flight operations ofout
Christchurch, NZ (44"S,
167"E) between April and October1994. Especially during the late phase of the experiment, the

edge of the Antarctic vortex was observed as far north53"s.
as It is therefore conceivable that the
mid-latitude profiles usedby Volk et al. may include air masses of polar character, thus biasing
the average altitude profiles the long-lived species to lower concentrations than what may be

.

characteristic for air that typically mixes into the tropical upwelling region. This is particularly

[M Volk, private communication]. Our midimportant since the data was filtered only by latitude
latitude profiles,on the other hand, were mainly synthesized fiom "stair-step" flights based out
of
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Moffett Field, CA (37ON, 122OW) and the northern fiactions of transit flights between Moffett
30 and 33ON. A few points exhibiting a tropical
Field and Hawaii that included a dive between

NOd03ratio) were filtered out of
our mid-latitude data set.
signature (as determined by the
A fourth possible explanation arises from the fact that one mid-latitude data set is mostly
from data acquired in the southern hemisphere
(SH) while the other oneis exclusively comprised
of northern hemispheric (NH) observations. Since there is stronger planetary wave activity in the
NH than in the SH, a possible result could be a real asymmetry
in the mixing processesof the
lower stratosphere.Assuming that the mean profiles were indeed representative
of the average

NH lower stratosphere,our
mid-latitude concentrationsof long-lived tracers in the SH and
findings would generally bein line with more vigorous mixing between the tropics and midlatitudes in the NH compared to the SH.
While all the effects described above may have had an influence on the calculated
entrainment time scale, itis not possible to clearly distinguish between these effects using the
available data.
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6. Conclusions and Atmospheric Implications

This study is the first analysis to investigate lower stratospheric dynamics in the tropics
using a set of tracers with such a large span of photochemical lifetimes (less than one month to

350 years at420 K). We have used CZCl4, ethane, CO and CO
the vs. ethane correlation plot to
constrain the parameter set used to simulate the observed altitude profiles of the longer lived
species. The tropical profiles of all species examined can be described with a single average
entrainment time scale of8.5:; months for the 16- 20.5 km altitude band, one unique profile of
radicals and photolysis rates, and the same two-year mean ascent rate profile. Our transport
scheme agrees well with the mean ascent rate provided fiom an independent radiative heating
model, and our chemistry scheme
is consistent with in situ measurements made on board the

ER-2 by the Harvard group[Wennberg et al., 19981.
Our analysis yieldsan entrainment time scale that
is shorter than that reported by earlier
studies [Minschwaner et al., 1996; Mote et al., 1998; Volk etal., 19961 butagrees well with two

z, [Herman etal., 1998a; Tuck et al., 1997al. However,we
very recently published estimates for
were able to reproduce calculations resulting in a significantly longer entrainment time using the
data that was measured in 1994 and used in the study published
Yolk
byet al. [19961. This result

may point towards a large interannual variability in the entrainment times that may
be caused by
the QBO, by residual effects of the Mt. Pinatubo eruption in 1991, or by an asymmetry between
the mixing from the two hemispheres into the tropics.
A shorter entrainment time scale allows for extra-tropical air to more quickly mix into the

large-scale tropical ascent region than previously believed. This has a direct impact on assessment
models used, for example, to simulate the influence of aircraft emissions (particularly those
a' of
potential HSCT fleet) on the chemistry of the stratosphere.
An indication of a possible asymmetry
between entrainment times characteristic for the northern and southern hemisphere with faster

HSCT assessment calculations, since most of the
mixing from the north would also impact
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emissions would be expected in the northern mid-latitudes. Faster transport
of mid-latitude air
into the tropics also impacts the globally averaged lifetimes of longer-lived halogenated species,
NO,, NzO, CH4,etc., which directly influences assessments of stratospheric ozone depletion and
global warming potentials.
Our results further suggest an important contribution of short-lived chlorine containing

species to theC1, budget as has been suggested by [e.g.,
KO et al., 1997; Schaufler et al., 1998b;
Solomon e? al., 19941. These compounds seem to be poorly represented by empirical relationships
to estimate C1, fiom longer-lived tracer concentrations [e.g.,Woodbridge et al., 19951 that are
presently used in many models
of lower tropical stratospheric chemistry.
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Table 1: Simulated tracers: average lifetimes, mainloss reactions, interhemispheric gradients,
average growth rates for the1994-1997 period and boundary conditions for the1-D model.

Boundary
Average
lifetime
theta
(atlevel)
conc. kpiv]
Species

370K

420K 470K

Main loss
Interprocess
hemispheric
rate
[s-11
gradient*

Growth

500K

0.26
0.26 0.27
0.27
co
5.8.10'
CZC4
0.40
0.33
0.05
0.06 0.05
CZH6
400
0.05
0.69
0.1 1 0.07
5.40
1.41
0.74
0.45
H-2402
(CF2BrCF2Br)
0.44
H- 121 (CF2ClBr)
3.42
7.00
1.66 0.86
0.52
CH3Br
9.50
7.43
2.26 1.19
0.75
CH3Cl
576'
13.3
11.4
7.38
6.24
26.1
5.60 2.80
1.70
CFC-11
(CFC13)
267
114
62.0
50.1
CJ&
1.715.106 145
149
32.1 15.9
9.63
1.01
83
CFC-113
(CF3cc13)
1
69.8
32.8
19.65
33
1.01
CFC-12
(CFzClz)
539
1588
356
161
100
CFC-114
(CF2ClCCl3)
14.0

OH
OH,C1
OH,C1
hv
hv
OH
OH
hv
OH,C1
hv
hv
hv

1
1.40
1.23
1.08
1.04
1.10
1

1.01
1.01

'

1

0
0
0
1.22E-09
1.10E-09
0
0
-8.7E-11
5.5E-11
4.79E-11
4.21E-10
0

* Correction factor for the measured northern hemispheric average profiles between
370 and 420 K
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Figure captions

Figure 1: Chlorine atom concentration profiles versus potential temperature for the lower

tropical troposphere. Compared are three PSS model results for different input parameter sets and
the optimum chlorine atom concentration profile retrieved to match the short-lived tracer
observations. See text for details.

Figure 2: Mixing ratios of CO (a), ethane (b), and tetrachloroethene (c) in the tropical

lower stratosphere versus potential temperature. Plotted are the individual measurements (black
dots) and 1-D model results using three different chlorine radical altitude profiles. Profiles were
the WAS measurements
calculated by the PSS model using the standard input data setonbased
(gray dashed line) and the upper limit chlorine concentration from the PSS model (gray dotted
line). The black solid line shows the chlorine radical profile that was chosen to best fit the
measured short-lived tracers; (d) correlation plotCO
of versus ethane. The model results are
ALIAS data (3-sec) was averaged over the WAS
shown as in Figure 2a-c. The higher resolution

can sampling intervals to allow the direct comparison.

Figure 3: CFC-12 (a) mixing ratios (black dots) versus potential temperature in the

tropics. Shown are 1-D model results for
8.5 months entrainment time with unaltered ascent rates
[ Volk et ul., 19961 using
(reference case; gray solid line) and for a 13.5 months entrainment time

ascent rates that were 30% slowed (black solid line). Also shown is a result for the tropical pipe
model with 30% slower ascent rates for comparison (gray dotted line). Ethane(b) and CO (c)

’

mixing ratios in the tropics versus potential temperature (black dots). Also plotted are the
reference case (gray solid line) and the 1-D model results30%
for slowed ascent rates and 13.5
months entrainment time with unaltered chemistry (black solid line) and lower chlorine atom
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concentrations (gray dashed line); (d) as in figure
3b and c, but for the COEthane correlation.

Figure 4: Long-lived tracer mixing ratiosas measured in the tropical lower stratosphere

versus potential temperature(e). Plotted are the individual samples (black dots) and the 1-D
model results for tropical pipe (black solid line), entrainment times
as calculated by Mote et ul.
[19981 (orange dotted line),Minschwuner et ul. [19961 (gray dashed line),Volk et ul. [19961

(green solid line), and entrainment times
of 8.5 months (red solid line) and 4 months (blue dashed
line). Also shown are the measured mid-latitude profiles of the respective tracer (magenta solid

5' potential temperature intervals, the verticalerror bars show
line). The data are averages over
the ranges ofe, the horiiontal error bars are lo standard deviations of the measurements. Tracers

(0 CH3Cl, (g) CH3Br,
shown are (a) C&, (b) CFC-12, (c) CFC-11, (d) CFC-113, (e) CFC-114,
(h) H-1211 and (i) H-2402. Note that not all model results are shown for all species.

Figure 5: Comparison ofthe mid-latitude CFC-113 concentration profile versus potential

temperature (6)as measured byVolk et al. [19961 (gray line, no standard deviations available)

8 range in the vertical andlo standard deviations in
and in this study (black line). Error bars are
the horizontal.
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